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Disruption of tmc1/2a/2b Genes in Zebrafish Reveals
Subunit Requirements in Subtypes of Inner Ear Hair Cells
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Detection of sound and head movement requires mechanoelectrical transduction (MET) channels at tips of hair-cell stereocilia. In vertebrates, the transmembrane channel-like (TMC) proteins TMC1 and TMC2 fulfill critical roles in MET, and substantial evidence implicates these TMCs as subunits of the MET channel. To identify developmental and functional roles of
this Tmc subfamily in the zebrafish inner ear, we tested the effects of truncating mutations in tmc1, tmc2a, and tmc2b on in
vivo mechanosensation at the onset of hearing and balance, before gender differentiation. We find that tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae cannot detect sound or orient with respect to gravity. They lack acoustic-evoked behavioral responses, vestibularinduced eye movements, and hair-cell activity as assessed with FM dye labeling and microphonic potentials. Despite complete
loss of hair-cell function, tmc triple-mutant larvae retain normal gross morphology of hair bundles and proper trafficking of
known MET components Protocadherin 15a (Pcdh15a), Lipoma HMGIC fusion partner-like 5 (Lhfpl5), and Transmembrane
inner ear protein (Tmie). Transgenic, hair cell-specific expression of Tmc2b-mEGFP rescues the behavioral and physiological
deficits in tmc triple mutants. Results from tmc single and double mutants evince a principle role for Tmc2a and Tmc2b in
hearing and balance, respectively, whereas Tmc1 has lower overall impact. Our experiments reveal that, in developing cristae,
hair cells stratify into an upper, Tmc2a-dependent layer of teardrop-shaped cells and a lower, Tmc1/2b-dependent tier of
gourd-shaped cells. Collectively, our genetic evidence indicates that auditory/vestibular end organs and subsets of hair cells
therein rely on distinct combinations of Tmc1/2a/2b.
Key words: auditory/vestibular system; hair cells; inner ear; mechanoelectrical transduction; mechanosensation; TMC
proteins
Significance Statement
We assessed the effects of tmc1/2a/2b truncation mutations on mechanoelectrical transduction (MET) in the inner-ear hair
cells of larval zebrafish. tmc triple mutants lacked behavioral responses to sound and head movements, while further assays
demonstrated no observable mechanosensitivity in the tmc1/2a/2b triple mutant inner ear. Examination of tmc double
mutants revealed major contributions from Tmc2a and Tmc2b to macular function; however, Tmc1 had less overall impact.
FM labeling of lateral cristae in tmc double mutants revealed the presence of two distinct cell types, an upper layer of teardrop-shaped cells that rely on Tmc2a, and a lower layer of gourd-shaped cells that rely on Tmc1/2b.

Introduction
Central to senses of hearing and balance, hair cells rely on the
mechanoelectrical transduction (MET) protein complex to convert mechanical stimuli into an electrical signal. The MET
complex, resident at the tips of hair-cell stereocilia, consists of a
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cation-permeable channel and associated binding partners
(Corey and Hudspeth, 1979; Hudspeth, 1982; Beurg et al., 2009;
for review, see Ó Maoiléidigh and Ricci, 2019). An extracellular
filament, the tip-link, tethers each MET channel to an adjacent,
taller stereocilium, forming the MET apparatus (Pickles et al.,
1984; Assad et al., 1991). Upon mechanical deflection of stereocilia, increased tension on tip-links opens MET channels causing
depolarization. This mechanism relies on concerted function of
several protein subunits.
The mammalian MET complex comprises at least five distinct
proteins: Protocadherin15 (PCDH15) (Kazmierczak et al., 2007),
Lipoma HMGIC fusion partner-like 5 (LHFPL5) (Xiong et al.,
2012; Mahendrasingam et al., 2017), Transmembrane inner ear
protein (TMIE) (Zhao et al., 2014; Pacentine and Nicolson,
2019), and Transmembrane Channel-like (TMC) proteins
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TMC1 and TMC2 (referred to as TMC1/2) (Kawashima et al.,
2011; Pan et al., 2013; Kurima et al., 2015). PCDH15 forms
the lower portion of the tip-link (Kazmierczak et al., 2007;
Indzhykulian et al., 2013) and connects with TMC1/2 via protein-protein interactions (Kazmierczak et al., 2007; Indzhykulian
et al., 2013; Maeda et al., 2014). LHFPL5 cotransports with
PCDH15, where it resides as part of the MET complex (Xiong et
al., 2012). TMIE also localizes to the tips of stereocilia (Zhao et
al., 2014) and, in zebrafish, is required for proper localization of
Tmc1/2b (Pacentine and Nicolson, 2019). Although unclear
whether PCDH15, LHFPL5, or TMIE forms part of the pore,
accumulating evidence implicates TMC1/2 as principal poreforming subunits of MET channels (Kawashima et al., 2011,
2015; Nakanishi et al., 2014; Kurima et al., 2015; Chou et al.,
2017; Beurg et al., 2018, 2019; Pan et al., 2018; Fettiplace and
Nam, 2019; Goldring et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2020). Mutations in
TMC1/2 affect conductance and Ca21 permeability properties of
the MET channel, with at least 40 identified TMC1 alleles causing
human deafness (Kawashima et al., 2015). Hair cells express
TMC1/2 concurrent with onset of MET (Géléoc and Holt, 2003;
Kawashima et al., 2011; Scheffer et al., 2015), and TMC1/2 localize with other MET components at stereocilia tips (Kurima et al.,
2015; Mahendrasingam and Furness, 2019). Despite the absence
of crystallographic data, modeling indicates structural similarity
between TMC1/2 and Transmembrane protein 16a (TMEM16A)
ion channels (Pan et al., 2018), and recent evidence demonstrates
that TMC1/2 can form mechanosensitive channels in liposomes
(Jia et al., 2020).
Previous in vivo studies investigating MET complex components in zebrafish elucidated functions of Pcdh15a (Maeda et al.,
2014, 2017), Lhfpl5a (Maeda et al., 2017), and Tmie (Gleason et
al., 2009; Pacentine and Nicolson, 2019). Zebrafish have two
TMC2 paralogs, tmc2a/2b, due to genetic duplication in teleost
fish (Maeda et al., 2014). tmc1/2a/2b are expressed in the inner
ear and lateral-line organ; tmc2a is present at earlier stages and
higher levels in the ear, whereas tmc2b is more predominantly
expressed in the lateral line (Maeda et al., 2014). To date, studies
of tmc disruption in zebrafish have shown that the tmc2 gene
duplicates are required for function in the lateral line and in the
macular organs of the inner ear, where mutation of both tmc2a
and tmc2b abolished hair-cell activity (Chou et al., 2017; Chen et
al., 2020). Nevertheless, the role of each tmc gene in the inner ear
has not been explored comprehensively with respect to hearing
and balance, especially regarding functional contributions in specific subtypes of hair cells.
To identify the specific roles of Tmc1/2 in inner-ear hair cells,
we generated tmc1/2a/2b single-, double-, and triple-mutant
zebrafish lines using reverse genetic methods. We examined behavioral, cellular, and physiological consequences of loss of tmc
function at the onset of hearing and balance, revealing differential effects on hair-cell subpopulations in the larval inner ear.

Materials and Methods
Zebrafish care and use
We maintained zebrafish lines for all mutant alleles and transgenes in
Top Long Fin (TLF) and Tübingen WT backgrounds. Breeding stocks
were housed at 28°C and animal husbandry followed standard zebrafish
methods for laboratory utilization (Westerfield, 2000), as approved and
overseen by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at both
Oregon Health and Sciences University and Stanford University. The
experiments used zebrafish larvae 6 days post fertilization (dpf) before
gender differentiation occurs. Embryos and larvae grew in E3 medium
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(0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM MgSO4, and 5 mM NaCl) incubated at 28.5°C. When appropriate, larvae were anesthetized in E3 1
0.03% 3-amino benzoic acid ethylester (MESAB, Western Chemical) to
minimize pain and distress.
Generation of Tmc mutant lines and transgenic lines
A zebrafish line heterozygous for the tmc2aEx4, 23bp allele (see Fig. 1A)
was produced by PNA Bio using TALEN-based gene-editing techniques
(Bedell et al., 2012; Bedell and Ekker, 2015). Separately, a carrier line for
the tmc2bsa8817 allele (see Fig. 1A) was generated by the Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute Zebrafish Mutation Project (Kettleborough et al., 2013)
and obtained from the Zebrafish International Resource Center.
The tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 dual-carrier line was produced
by crossing tmc2aEx4, 23bp and tmc2bsa8817 lines. The tmc1, tmc2a, and
tmc2b genes all reside on chromosome 5; however, high frequency of
tmc2a homologous recombination enabled transfer of tmc2aEx4, 23bp to
the chromosome positive for tmc2bsa8817 when generating this line.
We generated mutant tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1), tmc1Ex3, 11bp(2), and
tmc1Ex3, 5bp alleles (see Fig. 1A) using CRISPR-Cas9 with nonhomologous end joining (Hwang et al., 2013a,b). The web-based tool
CHOPCHOP (Montague et al., 2014; Labun et al., 2016, 2019) provided a ranking of target site candidates in the tmc1 gene. We
selected the target sequence 59-TCAGAGAAAAGAACAAACGA-39 in
the third exon (see Fig. 1A) based on its high ranking in
CHOPCHOP, its early site of truncation (exon 3 of 20), and consideration of putative alternate start site ATG codons. Integrated DNA
Technologies synthesized the tmc1-specific guide RNA using their
Alt-R technology and two-part crRNA:tracrRNA gRNA format.
To form a ribonucleoprotein complex for injection, we combined the
gRNA with recombinant Cas9 protein plus nuclear localization signal
(Cas9-NLS) (PNA Bio), per the manufacturers’ protocols. Equimolar
concentrations of the tracrRNA and tmc1-specific crRNA (16.6 mM)
were combined in nuclease-free Integrated DNA Technologies duplex
buffer, heated to 95°C for 5 min, and equilibrated to room temperature
to form the tmc1-specific gRNA. Separately, lyophilized Cas9-NLS in 20
mM HEPES, 150 mM KCl, 1% sucrose, pH 7.5, was reconstituted to 1 mg/
ml (6.14 mM) with nuclease-free H2O. Finally, equal volumes (1 ml each)
of tmc1 gRNA and Cas9-NLS were mixed (a 2.5:1 molar ratio), heated to
37°C for 10 min, and equilibrated to room temperature. The ribonucleoprotein complex was injected (1-2 nl per embryo) into the yolk of
embryos, as specified below, within 1 h after fertilization.
We injected WT TLF embryos to generate the tmc1Ex3, 5bp allele
for single mutants. Embryos heterozygous for the tmc2aEx4, 23bp/
tmc2bsa8817 double-mutant chromosome were injected to yield a
tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 triple-mutant chromosome
and tmc11Ex3,1 bp(2)/ tmc2aEx4, 23bp double-mutant chromosome. Highfrequency homologous recombination of tmc2a and tight linkage of the
tmc1 and tmc2b genes (5 kb apart) allowed us to produce the double-mutant combination tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2bsa8817 from the tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/
tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 line.
The transgenic lines Tg(myo6b: b -actin-mEGFP-pA), Tg(myo6b:
tmie-mEGFP-pA), Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA), Tg(myo6b:pcdh15a
CD3-mEGFP-pA), and Tg(myo6b:mEGFP-lhfpl5a-pA), all previously
characterized (Kindt et al., 2012; Erickson et al., 2017; Pacentine and
Nicolson, 2019), were each mated to tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/
tmc2bsa8817 triple heterozygotes to yield tmc triple-heterozygous lines for
each transgene. The myosin6b promoter (myo6b) drives expression of
the transgenes only in hair cells.
Attempts to make tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 tripleheterozygous lines for the transgenes Tg(myo6b:tmc1-mEGFP-pA) and
Tg(myo6b:tmc2a-mEGFP-pA) failed due to technical issues. The Tg
(myo6b:tmc1-mEGFP-pA) transgenic line described by Erickson et al.
(2017) was crossed with the tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817
triple-mutant line. We later discovered, however, that Tg(myo6b:tmc1mEGFP-pA) was carried by chromosome 5 containing WT tmc1/
2a/2b alleles, precluding generation of tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/
tmc2bsa8817 triple-mutant larvae carrying this transgene. The Tg(myo6b:
tmc2a-mEGFP-pA) construct failed to express Tmc2a-mEGFP.
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single, tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 double,
and tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817
triple mutants. For tmc triple mutants carrying Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA), we genotyped using tmc2aEx4, 23bp PCR, tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)
KASP, and microscopy to identify Tg(myo6b:
tmc2b-mEGFP-pA) by a coexpressed fluorescent
heart marker, Tg(cmlc2:mEGFP-pA) (Kwan et
al., 2007). The tmc2b genotype in Tg(myo6b:
tmc2b-mEGFP-pA) larvae is reliably inferred
from tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1) KASP results due to close
tmc1/2b linkage.

Figure 1. tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae have auditory/vestibular defects. A, Truncation mutant alleles are shown for
tmc1 (frame shift), tmc2a (frame shift), and tmc2b (point mutation) genes. A diagram of each gene is included. Vertical bars
represent exons. Horizontal lines indicate introns. 1 cm = 3 kb. Dotted lines indicate the target locus for each gene. Mutant
sequences are aligned to corresponding WTs. Dashes represent deleted bases. Spaces represent inserted bases. For tmc1, the
20 bp Cas9 target sequence (bold) and adjacent PAM sequence (underlined) are indicated. For tmc2a, the TALEN-deleted
sequence is indicated (bold). For tmc2b, a G . T point mutation yields a TGA stop codon (bold). All tmc1/2a/2b double- and
triple-mutant larvae include the tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1) allele; however, the tmc1Ex3, 11bp(2) allele also appears in tmc1/2a mutants
used for microphonics assays. The tmc1 single mutants are homozygous for the tmc1Ex3, 5bp allele. B, The AEBR is absent in
tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (n = 9) at 5 dpf, suggesting complete deafness (WT = 70 6 20.5%; mutant = 0 6 0%;
t = 10.26; df = 8.0). C, *tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae show characteristics of vestibular dysfunction. They rest on their sides
or backs in a Petri dish without regard for gravitational direction, and they fail to inflate their swim bladders. A WT sibling is
included for comparison. D, VIEM in tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants at 5 dpf is lacking, further demonstrating the absence of vestibular function (WT = 1.0 6 0.22 AU; mutant = 0.1 6 0.057 AU; t = 7.88; df = 3.26).
Genotyping methods
For the tmc1 mutant alleles and the tmc2bsa8817 allele, we genotyped
fish using kompetitive allele-specific PCR (KASP) genotyping (LGC
Genomics), per the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, KASP uses a
PCR with allele-specific primers (proprietary reagents) to distinguish alleles via fluorescent labeling of PCR amplimers. Endpoint comparisons
of relative fluorescence intensities of fluorophores reveal each genotype. For tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2bsa8817 mutants, either tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1) or
tmc2bsa8817 KASP serves as a proxy for the other allele due to the genes’
tight linkage. The tmc2a genotypes were confirmed by PCR, with
amplicon lengths (23 bp difference) resolved by 2.5% agarose gel
electrophoresis.
When possible, mutant genotypes were determined using specific
patterns of neuromast labeling, observed by fluorescence stereoscope
following 30 s bath exposure to E3 containing 3 mM N-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-(4-(dibutylamino)styryl)pyridinium dibromide (FM 1–
43, Invitrogen), which selectively labels hair cells bearing intact MET
channels. As previously reported (Chou et al., 2017), only the SO1, SO3,
and IO4 neuromasts label with FM 1–43 in tmc2b mutants, while no
neuromasts label in tmc2a/tmc2b double mutants. Combined with
knowledge of parental genotypes and relative gene crossover rates,
these dye-labeling patterns facilitated identification of tmc2bsa8817

Acoustic-evoked behavioral response
(AEBR)
AEBR testing was conducted as previously
described (Einhorn et al., 2012; Erickson et
al., 2017; Maeda et al., 2017; Pacentine and
Nicolson, 2019) using the Zebrabox monitoring system (ViewPoint Life Sciences). Briefly,
5 dpf mutant larvae and siblings were subjected to a 100 ms, 1 kHz pure tone at 157
decibel sound pressure level (dB SPL, relative
to 1 mPa) every 15 s for 3 min. Larvae were
confined, in the dark, in wells of a 96-well
plate (200 ml E3/well) during the experiment.
We precalibrated the wells using an underwater microphone and oscilloscope to ensure
equal dB SPL exposure for all larvae. An
infrared camera recorded larval movements
in the dark. Zebrabox software analyzed videos for pixel changes and plotted these as
movement intensity over time for each larva.
Evoked responses were distinguished from
background movement if they occurred
within 2 s after stimulus and surpassed a
defined threshold for movement intensity.
We excluded individual responses from a
given trial any time a larva moved within 2 s
before that stimulus. For each larva, we calculated positive responses as a percentage of total
responses and selected the best of three trials
for inclusion in the final dataset. We calculated
the mean 6 SD for each genotype and used the
two-tailed unpaired t test with Welch’s correction to compare mutants to corresponding
siblings, assayed simultaneously.

Vestibular-induced eye movement (VIEM)
Tests of the VIEM used the same methods, software, and devices
described previously (Mo et al., 2010). In brief, 5 dpf larvae were
mounted dorsally, without anesthetic, in 2% low melting point agarose
on a small cover slip. Minimal excavation of agarose followed by application of an E3 droplet permitted free eye movement for immobilized larvae. Mounted larvae were positioned vertically, head down, between an
infrared camera and an infrared LED array on a programmable rocking
platform. Larvae were mounted off-center from the horizontal axis of
rotation and kept in darkness during the experiment. The platform
rocked ( 45° to 45°) at 0.25 Hz frequency for 60 s while larval eye movements were video recorded in infrared.
Subsequent software-based video analyses quantified the amplitudes
of angular eye movements as a function of their frequency of repetition.
Larvae with normal VIEM show peak movement amplitude at 0.25 Hz,
in synchrony with platform rotation. Baseline spontaneous eye movement, taken as the average amplitude across all quantified frequencies,
was subtracted to determine the VIEM amplitude at 0.25 Hz. All amplitude results were normalized to the mean amplitude of WT sibling larvae
assayed on the same day. We calculated the mean 6 SD of each dataset
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and used the two-tailed unpaired t test with
Welch’s correction to compare mutants to
their corresponding siblings.
FM labeling of inner ear sensory hair cells
Direct microinjection of 2–3 nl of 0.1 M KCl
with 3 mM FM 1–43 or 3 mM red-shifted
N[scap]-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl) 4-(6(4-(diethylamino)phenyl) hexatrienyl) pyridinium dibromide (FM 4-64; Invitrogen)
sufficiently filled 6 dpf otic capsules to expose
all inner ear hair cells to FM dye. Micropipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass
capillary tubes (Sutter, item #BF150-86-10,
O.D.: 1.5 mm, I.D.: 0.86 mm, fire-polished,
Figure 2. Gross morphology of stereociliary bundles remains intact in tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants. Hair cell-specific expression
with filament) using a Model P-97 flaming/
of Tg(myo6b: b -Actin-mEGFP-pA) fluorescently labels actin-filled stereocilia in tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants and WT siblings. A, In
brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruvivo confocal microscopy of lateral cristae (side view) reveals no bundle splaying or other obvious defects of bundle morphology
ments) and subsequently beveled using a
in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (5 dpf). Scale bar, 2.5 mm. B, Three-dimensional surface rendering of confocal z stacks demBV-1°C micropipette beveler with impedonstrates two distinct bundle height groups in centrally located mature hair cells, regardless of genotype. These bundle heights
ance meter (Sutter Instruments). When filled
correspond to two hair-cell types in the cristae. Fluorescent patches at the base of bundles are labeling of actin filaments in
with 0.1 M KCl and in contact with 154 mM
the cuticular plate. Scale bar, 2 mm.
NaCl external solution (0.9% w/v), micropipette impedance before beveling was 11–12
imaging used anesthetized larvae and immersion under water containing
MV, and final impedance after beveling was
0.03% MESAB. Three-dimensional models of stereocilia bundles (see
2–3 MV. Beveled micropipettes were examined via dissecting stereoFig. 2A) were generated using Imaris software; however, all other image
scope to confirm tip quality and sharpness. Working solutions of 3 mM
processing and analysis were performed using ImageJ software.
FM dye in 0.1 M KCl were prepared fresh from frozen FM 1–43 stock (3
mM) or FM 4–64 stock (300 mM) on the day of use, and all FM dyes were
Fluorescent signal quantification
protected from light. Needles were calibrated with a slide micrometer
Levels of Pcdh15a, mEGFP-Lhfpl5a, and Tmie-mEGFP protein localizabefore use and recalibrated, as needed, to ensure consistent volume
tion (see Fig. 3) were quantified as described previously (Pacentine and
delivery.
Nicolson,
2019). Using ImageJ, we generated maximum projections
The FM dyes were not flushed from the ears to minimize hair cell
from z-stack images of the middle cristae, and then outlined the region
damage. As a result, the hair cells were exposed to FM dye throughout
above the soma where the stereocilia reside as the ROI. Within the ROI,
the course of imaging. We made every effort to minimize experimental
we quantified the integrated density of the channel with an emission
variability between injection days; however, multiple variables including
peak at 480 nm. We used 5-slice projections for anti-Pcdh15a, 15-slice
continuous dye exposure, the tendency of FM dyes to gather in intracelprojections for mEGFP-Lhfpl5a, and 18-slice projections for Tmielular vesicles, and unavoidable variations in injection volume confound
mEGFP. To subtract background signal, we used an ROI drawn above
the validity of quantification sufficiently to preclude its use.
the stereocilia. We calculated the mean 6 SD of each dataset and compared mutants to corresponding siblings using the two-tailed unpaired t
Immunohistochemistry
test with Welch’s correction.
Immunofluorescent staining used a previously described anti-Pcdh15a
Microphonics
monoclonal antibody and accompanying protocol (Maeda et al., 2014,
Microphonics measurements were collected and analyzed as previously
2017). WT and tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1)/tmc2aEx4, 23bp/tmc2bsa8817 triple-mutant
described (Pacentine and Nicolson, 2019). We anesthetized 3 dpf larvae
larvae (5 dpf) were fixed overnight in PBS with 0.1% Tween-20 and 4%
with 0.02% MESAB in extracellular solution containing 140 mM NaCl, 2
PFA at 4°C with nutation. Fixed larvae were then washed 3 times for
mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. Larvae
10 min at room temperature in PBST and permeabilized in PBS with
were immobilized using glass fibers and positioned with a piezo-driven
0.5% Triton X-100 for 1 h at room temperature on an orbital shaker at
mechanical stimulation rod in light contact with the front of the head
50 rpm, followed by overnight permeabilization at 4°C without shaking.
behind the lower eye, level with the otoliths of the ear of interest. The tip
Larvae then shook for 2 h at room temperature in blocking buffer conof a recording micropipette was inserted into the inner ear to record
taining 1 PBS, 1% DMSO, 5% goat serum, and 1% BSA. Anti-Pcdh15a
extracellular potentials. We used multiple-step stimuli with piezo actuamonoclonal antibody (1:200 in blocking buffer) was applied, incubating
tor driving voltages of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 V. Each stimulus was 20 ms in
overnight at 4°C with nutation. Following three 15 min washes in PBST
duration, with 20 ms prestimulus and poststimulus periods.
at room temperature with shaking, light-protected larvae incubated for
For each larva, we recorded 200 traces at 20 kHz and generated an
4–5 h at room temperature with shaking, in blocking buffer containing
average trace response. We then measured the baseline-to-peak ampli1:500 dilution of AlexaFluor-546-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG
tude for each average trace. To identify statistically significant differ(Invitrogen) and 1:100 dilution of AlexaFluor-488-conjugated phalloidin
ences between genotypes across the step stimulus driving voltages (see
(Invitrogen). Finally, larvae were washed 3 times for 10 min at room
Figs. 4A, 5B), we used two-way ANOVA to compare all groups within
temperature and stored at 4°C before confocal imaging with a 63/0.95
a larval clutch. To compare tmc single and double mutants (see Fig.
Achroplan water immersion objective.
7A), we used data collected at the strongest driver stimulus (10 V)
Confocal microscopy
All confocal imaging used an LSM700 laser-scanning microscope (Carl
Zeiss), 488 and 555 nm wavelength lasers, and Zen software (Carl Zeiss)
with preprogrammed settings for fluorophore-specific emission filtering.
Data collection used linear scanning, 4-sample pixel averaging, 512 
512 pixel resolution, and 8-bit color depth. Except where specified, imaging used a 63/0.95 Acroplan water-immersion objective and 2% laser
power. Larvae were mounted laterally on a depression slide in a minimal
volume of 1.2% low melting point agarose prepared in E3. All live

and normalized to the mean amplitude of the corresponding WT siblings. Then we calculated the normalized mean 6 SD for each genotype and used the two-tailed unpaired t test with Welch’s correction
to identify statistically significant differences between mutant genotypes and their WT siblings.
Experimental design and statistical analyses
All experiments use larvae 3–6 dpf, after the onset of MET activity and
before larvae require feeding. Gender differentiates later in development and does not factor into the experimental design. AEBR, VIEM,
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Figure 3. MET components are unaffected in the inner ear (cristae) of tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants (5 dpf). A,
Immunohistochemistry shows comparable localization of Pcdh15a (magenta in merge panel) at the tips of stereocilia (green) in
tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants. Scale bar, 2 mm. C, E, In vivo fluorescence imaging similarly reveals similar patterns of localization
of mEGFP-Lhfpl5a (C) or Tmie-mEGFP (E). Scale bar, 2 mm. B, D, F, Quantification of fluorescence shows no significant differences in expression levels of all three proteins relative to WT levels (ns indicates p . 0.1). B, WT = 504 6 88.7 AU;
mutant = 587 6 132 AU; t = 1.49; df = 13.79. D, WT = 2927 6 222 AU; mutant = 2618 6 132; t = 1.66; df = 7.86.
F, WT = 1404 6 388; mutant = 1449 6 518; t = 0.175; df = 9.2.
immunohistochemistry, and live fluorescence confocal imaging use 5–6
dpf larvae for consistency of results and because WT larvae at this
stage have sufficient numbers of mature hair cells with intact MET
channels to detect and respond to auditory/vestibular input. For
microphonics recordings, we use 3 dpf larvae because the otic capsule
is softer, which facilitates insertion of, and prevents damage to, the
recording micropipette.
For all experiments subject to statistical analyses, we used G*power
software (Faul et al., 2007) for a priori calculations of minimum sample
sizes necessary to achieve acceptable levels of statistical power. We conducted all other statistical analyses using GraphPad Prism 8 software.
Microphonics results were analyzed using two-way ANOVA to calculate
p values reported in Figures 4A and 5B. We used the two-tailed unpaired
t test with Welch’s correction for AEBR, VIEM, fluorescence signal
quantification analyses (see Fig. 3), and microphonic potential comparisons at 10 V (see Fig. 7A). In all cases, exact p values are reported, except
when p . 0.1 or p , 0.0001.

Results
tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant zebrafish larvae do not respond to
acoustic or vestibular stimuli
The tmc1, tmc2a, and tmc2b genes are located on chromosome
5, with the loci of tmc1 and tmc2b in close proximity. We used a

combination of crossing and genetic
editing methods to produce a line carrying the tmc1Ex3, 11bp(1), tmc2aEx4, 23bp,
and tmc2bsa8817 alleles (Fig. 1A; for
details, see Materials and Methods).
Upon successful generation of the tmc1/
2a/2b triple-mutant line, we tested gross
behavioral responses to acoustic and
vestibular stimuli (Fig. 1B–D).
We examined the AEBR in larvae to
quantify behavioral responses to auditory stimuli. The experiments revealed
that the tmc triple mutants do not startle
in response to auditory stimuli at high
sound pressure levels, suggesting that
they are completely deaf (Fig. 1B). At
rest in a Petri dish, the tmc triple
mutants make no effort to maintain an
upright floating posture relative to gravity (Fig. 1C). Instead, they rest on their
sides or backs at the bottom of the dish,
which is a characteristic feature of vestibular defects in fish. The tmc triple
mutants also fail to inflate their swim
bladders, as they do not swim to the
water’s surface to take in air. Upon
direct prodding with a dissection needle,
tmc triple mutants attempt to swim;
however, they do so at random pitch
and roll orientations, disregarding the
direction of gravitational force. To test
vestibular function, we measured VIEM.
Results from tmc triple mutants (Fig.
1D) showed no reflexive eye movements above background levels in response to a combination of linear and
angular momentum, confirming the absence of vestibular function. These tests
suggest that tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants
are deaf and incapable of detecting vestibular cues.

Disruption of tmc1/2a/2b does not affect hair-bundle
morphology or trafficking of other MET channel
components
Given the critical role of Tmc1/2a/2b in MET and known binding interactions with other proteins of the MET channel, we
examined hair-bundle morphology and the localization of other
known MET components in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae.
We visualized stereocilia in tmc triple mutants and their WT siblings using Tg(myo6b: b -actin-mEGFP-pA). We compared hairbundle morphology in vivo using fluorescent and differential
interference contrast confocal microscopy. The gross structure of
hair bundles was comparable between tmc triple mutants and
WT siblings (Fig. 2A).
Three-dimensional modeling of the bundle-filling b -ActinmEGFP label (Fig. 2B) revealed no obvious differences in bundle
dimensions between tmc triple mutants and their WT siblings.
Hair bundles showed no signs of splaying, in agreement with
previous findings using Tomt-deficient or Tmie-deficient fish
presumed to mimic a tmc triple-mutant phenotype (Erickson
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we recorded extracellular microphonic potentials from inner ear
hair cells in tmc triple mutants. In WT siblings, the amplitude of
microphonic potentials of the inner ear correlated with stimulus
intensity; however, the same stimuli evoked no detectable microphonic potentials in tmc triple mutants (Fig. 4A).
To verify the absence of hair-cell activity, we injected FM 143 dye into the inner ears of tmc triple-mutant and WT sibling
larvae at 5–6 dpf. FM 1–43 is a vital dye that enters hair cells via
MET channels (Gale et al., 2001) and fails to label zebrafish hair
cells with MET defects (Seiler and Nicolson, 1999). In WT larvae, FM 1–43 labeled macular hair cells as well as hair cells of
the three cristae, which develop into the ampullae of the semicircular canals. By contrast, no cells were labeled in tmc triple
mutants (Fig. 4B). Collectively, the data from our microphonic
recordings and FM labeling confirm the uniform absence of
MET function in the tmc triple mutants.

Figure 4. Hair cells in tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants lack mechanosensitivity. A, The amplitude of microphonic potentials correlates with stimulus intensity in WT siblings; however, tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (3 dpf) have no detectable microphonic potentials,
even with high-intensity stimuli (n = 9 for each genotype; F(1,16) = 32.3). B, Otocyst
injection of FM 1-43 vital dye, which labels hair cells with intact MET channels, does
not label inner ear hair cells in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (6 dpf), further demonstrating a uniform lack of hair-cell activity in all end organs. Side view of inner ear is
shown. *Injection damage. AC, Anterior crista; LC, lateral crista; PC, posterior crista; AM,
anterior macula; PM, posterior macula. Scale bar, 50 mm.

et al., 2017; Pacentine and Nicolson, 2019). The modeling did,
however, reveal two distinct bundle types (tall and short), which
correspond to two distinct cell body morphologies in the lateral
cristae of all larvae, independent of tmc1/2a/2b disruption
(Fig. 2B).
To identify consequences of loss of Tmc proteins on localization of other known MET components, we compared expression
patterns of Pcdh15a, Lhfpl5a, and Tmie in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant and WT sibling larvae. Immunohistochemistry results
showed no differences in localization (Fig. 3A) or significant
changes in the amount (Fig. 3B) of anti-Pcdh15a labeling in hair
bundles. In vivo imaging of tmc triple mutants and WT siblings
that express either of the transgenes Tg(myo6b:mEGFP-lhfpl5apA) or Tg(myo6b:tmie-mEGFP-pA) also showed no significant
changes in the localization patterns or amounts of mEGFPLhfpl5a (Fig. 3C,D) or Tmie-mEGFP (Fig. 3E,F). Together, these
results suggest that hair bundles are intact and central components of the MET complex are properly localized in tmc triple
mutants.
tmc1/2a/2b triple mutation eliminates hair-cell activity
When both TMC1 and TMC2 are knocked out in mice, MET
currents in auditory/vestibular hair cells are absent (Kawashima
et al., 2011). Likewise, loss of two Tmcs (Tmc2a/2b) results in
complete loss of activity in lateral-line and posterior macular
hair cells of zebrafish (Chou et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020). To
test hair-cell activity in the zebrafish inner ear, we used two
methods: recordings of extracellular microphonic potentials and
labeling by the vital dye FM 1-43. Previous reports of microphonic recordings in zebrafish suggest that most of the signal
detected from inner ear recordings is generated by the maculae,
predominately the posterior macula (Lu and DeSmidt, 2013).
The posterior macula develops into the saccule, the hearing
organ of zebrafish. To test the activity of the inner ear maculae,

Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA) rescues hair-cell activity in
tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae
Our results suggest that the tmc triple-mutant larvae completely
lack MET channel activity while maintaining expression of other
major MET components; consequently, we attempted to rescue
MET in tmc triple mutants using expression of transgenes.
Because of technical reasons, we were unable to express Tmc1mEGFP and Tmc2a-mEGFP (see Materials and Methods).
Fluorescence imaging of Tmc2b-mEGFP in lateral cristae demonstrated proper localization to the stereocilia bundles in each
larva (Fig. 5A), as previously reported (Erickson et al., 2017;
Pacentine and Nicolson, 2019). Although we directly confirmed
proper localization in lateral cristae, bundle localization of
Tmc2b-mEGFP was difficult to visualize at the same developmental stage in the corresponding maculae due to the depth of
these structures in the otocyst. Nevertheless, Tmc2b-mEGFP and
FM 4-64 were detectable in the macular hair-cell bodies, implying bundle localization (Figs. 5C, 6C).
Tmc2b-mEGFP expression was sufficient to restore vestibular
function in tmc triple-mutant larvae (Fig. 5). VIEM in tmc triple
mutants was rescued to levels similar to WT siblings (Fig. 5B). In
addition, FM labeling of hair cells was restored in the tmc1/2a/2b
triple-mutant cristae and anterior maculae, with a similar
appearance to WT siblings (Fig. 5A,C).
Tmc2b-mEGFP also rescued hair cell function in the auditory
system (Fig. 6). Although the AEBR data indicated variable levels
of rescue (Fig. 6A), the difference was not significantly different
from WT siblings. Previous reports have found that behavior can
be rescued without full rescue of hair-cell activity as measured by
more direct methods (Erickson et al., 2017; Pacentine and
Nicolson, 2019), so we also compared hair-cell activity in WT
siblings and tmc triple-mutant larvae expressing Tmc2b-mEGFP.
Hair-cell activity in the auditory system was rescued to WT levels
by expression of the Tmc2b-mEGFP transgene, as demonstrated
by both microphonic recordings (Fig. 6B) and labeling by FM
dye in the posterior maculae (Figs. 5C, 6C).
Posterior macular hair cells rely primarily on tmc2a and
tmc2b with minimal contribution from tmc1
The results described above (1) confirm the expectation that concurrent disruption of tmc1/2a/2b leads to complete loss of MET
activity and (2) reveal that exogenous Tmc2b-mEGFP can rescue
auditory/vestibular deficits and restore FM labeling in all mechanosensory end organs. We noted, however, that triple mutants
were distinguishable from double mutants at 5 dpf, suggesting
some differences in the reliance on Tmc subunits. Generally,
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Figure 5. Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA) expression rescues vestibular function in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (5 dpf). A, Side view of lateral cristae. Tmc2b-mEGFP localizes to hair bundles and rescues FM 4-64 hair-cell labeling in the tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants (WT, n = 7; mutant, n = 8). Scale bar, 5 mm. B, Tmc2b-mEGFP rescues the VIEM deficit in tmc1/2a/2b triple
mutants (mutant = 0.099 6.0.057 AU; mutant with transgene = 1.26 6 0.35 AU; t = 6.6; df = 3.1). C, Tmc2b-mEGFP rescues FM 4-64 hair-cell labeling in mutant tmc1/2a/2b anterior maculae
(side view) (WT, n = 7; mutant, n = 7). Scale bar, 5 mm.

Figure 6. Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA) expression rescues hearing in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (5 dpf). A, The AEBR
deficit is rescued by Tmc2b-mEGFP in tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae (mutant = 0 6 0%; mutant with transgene =
56.5 6 37.9%; t = 3.65; df = 5.0). B, Tmc2b-mEGFP restores microphonic potentials in tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants (n = 8 rescued larvae; n = 9 for other genotypes; F(2,23) = 14.68). p values (blue) compare tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants with and without
Tg(myo6b:tmc2b-mEGFP-pA). C, Tmc2b-mEGFP restores FM 4-64 labeling of hair cells in the posterior maculae (top down view)
of tmc1/2a/2b triple mutants (WT, n = 5; mutant, n = 5). Scale bar, 10 mm.

double mutants responded on occasion
to tapping on the Petri dish or could
partially orient to gravity. Therefore, we
characterized the phenotypes of tmc single- and double-mutant larvae to determine the relative contributions of each
gene to MET activity in different haircell subpopulations.
To assess hair-cell activity in the
maculae, we recorded microphonics
and AEBR from tmc single and double
mutants (Fig. 7), which further elucidated details of the division of roles
among the Tmcs. Interestingly, the
tmc2a single mutants (n = 8) had significantly reduced microphonic signals
compared with WT siblings (n = 7) and
were the only single-gene mutants with
such a deficit (p = 0.001; t = 4.34; df =
8.36) (Fig. 7A). When combined with
the tmc1 allele, the tmc1/2a double
mutants showed no further reduction in
microphonic signal compared with the
tmc2a single mutant. These results suggest that Tmc1 does not have a biologically relevant effect on hair-cell activity
in the macular end organs.
Consistent with the tmc2a deficit,
the amplitude of microphonic signals
from tmc2b single mutants, tmc1 single
mutants, and tmc1/2b double mutants
was comparable to WT siblings (Fig.
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Figure 7. Detection of sound by single and double tmc1/2a/2b mutants (5 dpf). Shaded
areas in graphs group each mutant genotype with its corresponding siblings. A, Microphonic
potentials are significantly reduced in larvae carrying the tmc2a allele (single or double
mutants), with the greatest reduction in tmc2a/2b double-mutant larvae. Normalized amplitudes using 10 V stimulus are shown. For tmc2a and tmc1/2a, WT = 1.0 6 0.41 mV;
tmc2a = 0.25 6 0.22 mV; tmc1/2a = 0.33 6 0.2 mV. Compared with WT, tmc2a t = 4.34;
df = 8.36 and tmc1/2a t = 3.94; df = 8.48. For tmc2a/2b, WT = 1.0 6 0.39 mV; tmc2a/
2b = 0.12 6 0.05 mV; t = 6.77; df = 8.43. B, Concurrent mutation of tmc2a/2b is sufficient
and necessary to eliminate AEBR relative to corresponding WT siblings (WT = 64.2 6 20.6%;
tmc 2a/2b mutant = 0 6 0%; t = 9.86; df = 9.0).

Figure 8. FM labeling of the posterior macula in single and double tmc1/2a/2b mutants
(5 dpf). Otocysts of Tg(myo6b: b -Actin-mEGFP-pA) larvae of each genotype were injected
with FM 4-64 vital dye. Representative top down views of the posterior macula are shown.
GFP-positive hair bundles (green) were overlaid with FM 4-64 label (magenta) in the merge
panels. tmc2a/2b double mutants show the strongest reduction in FM 4-64 label throughout
the neuroepithelium, with the exception of a subset of hair cells at the periphery of the dorsal posterior region. We examined multiple specimens per genotype (WT, n = 8; tmc1, n = 8;
tmc2a, n = 7; tmc2b, n = 5; tmc1/2a, n = 7; tmc1/2b, n = 5; tmc2a/2b, n = 5). Scale
bar, 10 mm.

7A). These results suggest that Tmc2a, on its own, is sufficient
for MET function in the maculae. While tmc2b single mutants
do not have a significant reduction in microphonic potentials,
the reduction in tmc2a/2b double mutants (p = 0.0001; n = 6;
t = 6.77; df = 8.43) is more severe than when tmc2a alone is disrupted (Fig. 7A). These results suggest that Tmc2b makes some
contribution to macular hair-cell activity.
We next assessed whether the reduced hair-cell activity of tmc
single and double tmc mutants had an impact on behavioral
reflexes. With regard to AEBR, only one genotype yielded a statistically significant difference: the tmc2a/2b double mutants
(p . 0.0001; nWT = 10; ntmc2a/2b = 6; t = 9.86; df = 9.0) (Fig. 7B).
These larvae, retaining only Tmc1 function, never responded to
sound in this assay, similar to the triple mutants. This result
demonstrates that Tmc1 is insufficient on its own and has a negligible contribution to hearing in zebrafish larvae. We postulate
that Tmc2a and Tmc2b must both contribute to MET activity in
the posterior macula/saccule because no other single- or double-

mutant genotypes caused a significant reduction in AEBR. Our
data also suggest that Tmc2a and Tmc2b are each sufficient on
their own to enable the detection of sound, although the microphonics data suggest that loss of Tmc2a has a stronger effect on
hair-cell activity.
The microphonic recordings and AEBR experiments reflect
population-level activity. To test for qualitative differences in
Tmc-dependent activity in individual hair cells within the posterior macula, we injected FM 4-64 dye into the inner ears of single
and double mutants (Fig. 8). In these experiments, the mutants
also expressed transgenic b -actin-mEGFP, which enabled the
visualization of the shape and boundaries of the posterior macula. Unlike in other end organs, we noted small gaps in the
b -actin-mEGFP labeling in the central region of the posterior
macula in larvae carrying the tmc2aEx 4, 23bp allele in any combination. The reason for the gap in the central neuroepithelium is
not clear. Expression of the tmc2b transgene appears to mitigate
this effect (Fig. 5C).
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In keeping with the other experiments, the tmc2a/2b double
mutants showed the most obvious loss of FM 4–64 labeling, as
only hair cells on the boundary of the posterior macula’s larger
lobe had detectable FM label (Fig. 8). This reduction in FM 4–64
labeling showed that, while Tmc1 provides little overall contribution to behavior and population-level hair-cell activity, it is sufficient for MET function in a small subset of saccular hair cells.
Also bolstering AEBR and microphonics results, tmc2a and
tmc1/2a mutants had patterns of reduced FM labeling similar to
each other but distinct from other genotypes. In contrast, the
tmc1/2b single and double mutants had FM labeling patterns
similar to WT siblings. Together, these results demonstrate a
Tmc2a . Tmc2b . Tmc1 hierarchy in the detection of sound.
Anterior macular hair cells rely primarily on tmc2b, with
secondary contributions from tmc2a and tmc1
With regard to vestibular function of the utricle/anterior macula,
we observed a reduction in VIEM in both tmc1/2b and tmc2a/2b
double mutants, whereas all other genotypes yielded responses
that were not statistically different from their siblings (Fig. 9A).
Unlike the AEBR tests, VIEM data for tmc1/2b double mutants
in utricular function did reveal a statistically significant reduction
in VIEM in this genotype (p = 0.006; nWT = 5; ntmc1/2b = 13;
t = 4.4; df = 5.3). The two double-mutant combinations that gave
rise to a deficit included the tmc2bsa8817 allele, suggesting that
Tmc2b is the primary contributor to vestibular end organ
function.
In addition, FM labeling of the anterior macula yielded similar deficits with respect to genotype (Fig. 9B). The most apparent
loss of FM labeling appeared in the tmc2a/2b double mutant,
whereas tmc1/2b double mutants still had noticeable, yet possibly
reduced, FM labeling. Results from single mutants revealed no
obvious reduction in FM labeling. Together, these results suggest
a Tmc2b . Tmc2a . Tmc1 hierarchy in vestibular function.
Developing cristae contain two distinct types of hair cells
with differences in tmc1/2a/2b dependency
We next examined hair cells in the lateral cristae, which is the
most suitable end organ for in vivo imaging due to access and
angle. Confocal microscopy of the FM labeling patterns at high
magnification revealed two distinct types of hair cells in these
end organs (Fig. 10). In WT siblings, individual hair cells in a
single larva showed variable intensities of FM labeling, as seen in
other reports (Seiler and Nicolson, 1999; Erickson et al., 2017).
We found that hair cells with a teardrop shape were positioned
exclusively in the upper layer of the neuroepithelium and tended
to label more intensely with FM dye than the hair cells in the
lower layer, which had a gourd-like shape. In addition to differences in FM labeling, our 3D modeling of bundle morphologies
in lateral cristae expressing b -actin-mEGFP (Fig. 2B) revealed
two distinct categories of bundle heights that correspond to the
two hair cell types, where teardrop cells have taller stereocilia
bundles and gourd cells have shorter bundles.
To determine whether the Tmc proteins had differential
effects in these two hair-cell subtypes, we examined patterns of
FM expression in tmc single and double tmc mutants (Fig. 10).
In all KOs lacking Tmc2a (tmc2a mutants, tmc1/2a double
mutants, and tmc2a/2b double mutants), we observed a striking
loss of FM label in the teardrop cells, whereas labeling remained
in the gourd-shaped cells (Fig. 10). The defect in FM labeling
and reduced microphonics in the tmc2a mutant indicates that
neither the tmc2b gene duplicate nor tmc1 can compensate for
the loss of tmc2a in this cell type. These results also demonstrate

Figure 9. Vestibular function in single and double tmc1/2a/2b mutants (5 dpf). Gray
shading represents cohorts of siblings. A, Normalized VIEM in single and double mutants. For
tmc1/2b comparison, WT = 1.0 6 0.31 AU; tmc1/2b = 0.34 6 0.20 AU; t = 4.4; df = 5.3. For
tmc2a/2b, WT = 1.0 6 0.56 AU; 2a/2b = 0.23 6 0.27 AU. B, Confocal images of hair-cell
labeling in the anterior macula (side view) of FM 4-64-injected larvae in the Tg(myo6b: b Actin-mEGFP-pA) background. GFP-positive hair bundles (green) were overlaid with FM 4-64
label (magenta) in the merge panels. The tmc2a/2b double-mutant larvae show a loss of FM
4-64 hair-cell labeling relative to all other genotypes (background signal is associated with
the otolithic membrane). We examined multiple specimens per genotype (WT, n = 8; tmc1,
n = 7; tmc2a, n = 5; tmc2b, n = 5; tmc1/2a, n = 6; tmc1/2b, n = 5; tmc2a/2b, n = 5). Scale
bar, 10 mm.

that Tmc1 and Tmc2b are each individually sufficient for MET
function in the gourd cells. Consistent with these findings, combined disruption of tmc1/2b showed no FM label in the lower
gourd cells (Fig. 10). Together, our experiments reveal that, in
cristae, hair cells stratify into an upper, Tmc2a-dependent layer
of teardrop-shaped cells, and a lower, Tmc1/2b-dependent tier of
gourd-shaped cells.

Discussion
In the present study, we show that tmc1/2a/2b triple-mutant larvae lack the ability to hear or orient to gravity, indicating that
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Figure 10. tmc1/2a/2b single and double mutants reveal molecular differences between
two morphologically distinct hair-cell types in lateral cristae (5 dpf). Otocysts of Tg
(myo6b: b -Actin-mEGFP-pA) larvae of each genotype were injected with FM 4-64 vital dye.
GFP-positive hair bundles (green) were overlaid with FM 4-64 label (magenta) in the merge
panels. Type I-like “teardrop”-shaped cells are located in the upper layer, whereas Type IIlike, “gourd”-shaped cells are present in the lower layer of the neuroepithelium. *Centrally
located mature hair cells that lack FM labeling. We examined multiple specimens per genotype (WT, n = 8; tmc1, n = 7; tmc2a, n = 7; tmc2b, n = 5; tmc1/2a, n = 10; tmc1/2b, n = 5;
tmc2a/2b, n = 7). Scale bar, 5 mm.

these mutant alleles are functional nulls. The presence of normal
hair bundle morphologies (Fig. 2) and unchanged localization
patterns of other MET channel components in tmc triple-mutant
larvae (Fig. 3), combined with absent microphonic signals and
FM labeling (Fig. 4), confirm that the tmc triple-mutant phenotype is a direct consequence of tmc disruption rather than bundle
splaying or abnormal protein trafficking. The inner ear phenotype of the zebrafish tmc triple mutants is similar to the phenotypic consequences of loss of both Tmc1 and Tmc2 function in
the mouse inner ear (Kawashima et al., 2011, 2015). Both vestibular and auditory function are abolished and MET is absent in
hair cells of double KO mice. The phenotypic similarities demonstrate the cross-species importance of the TMC1/2 proteins to
MET in auditory/vestibular hair cells.
While the tmc triple mutants confirmed the universal role of
the Tmc1/2 protein family in inner ear function, the analyses of
tmc single- and double-mutant phenotypes uncovered important
differences in Tmc1/2a/2b dependency among different groups
of hair cells (Figs. 7-9). These data reveal that Tmc2a plays a key
role in hearing with a Tmc2a . Tmc2b hierarchy of contribution
to MET activity in the posterior macula, with little to no
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contribution from Tmc1. Our data reinforce the notion that
Tmc1 is dispensable for hearing in zebrafish larvae, as recently
reported by Chen et al. (2020). With regard to vestibular function, the major contributor is Tmc2b. In the anterior macula, a
Tmc2b . Tmc2a . Tmc1 hierarchy is in play. Thus, macular
hair cells in zebrafish larvae rely mainly on Tmc2a and Tmc2b to
provide MET activity, and Tmc1 is a minor component that contributes to the sense of balance, but not to hearing in larvae. This
scenario reflects the similarity of MET requirements in lateral
line hair cells, which primarily depend on Tmc2b (Chou et al.,
2017). In contrast, vestibular hair cells in mammals can function
with either TMC1 or TMC2, but mature cochlear hair cells
require TMC1 for MET activity (Kawashima et al., 2011; Asai et
al., 2018; Nakanishi et al., 2018). Our findings suggest that, during the evolutionary development of hearing, there was a molecular switch between expression and use of the Tmc1/2 proteins.
In mature macular and ampullary end organs of fish, two or
more types of hair cells have been identified based on morphologic and RNAseq criteria (Popper, 1977, 2000; Sugihara and
Furukawa, 1989; Barta et al., 2018). Unlike other vertebrates, vestibular hair cells in fish are not innervated by an afferent calyx
that envelopes the soma; however, evidence for calyx-like afferent structures and other morphologic features of Type I and
Type II vestibular hair, cells such as variations in hair bundle
architecture, has been previously reported (Popper, 1977;
Lanford and Popper, 1996). Here we present genetic evidence
that two morphologically distinct types of hair cells in the developing cristae display clear differences in reliance on Tmc1/2a/2b.
Teardrop cells with taller stereocilia bundles with some resemblance to Type I hair cells require Tmc2a for MET activity,
whereas Type II-like gourd cells with shorter bundles have
Tmc2a-independent MET activity. In addition, we observe consistent differences in FM label intensities between teardrop- and
gourd-shaped cells residing in the same crista (Fig. 10).
Prior studies have shown that the cation permeability and
conductance properties of MET channels are affected by differences in TMC1/2 content in mice (Pan et al., 2013; Beurg et al.,
2014, 2015a,b; Corns et al., 2016). Because Tmc2a-dependent
teardrop cells acquire more robust FM labeling than Tmc2a-independent gourd cells, we suspect that the differences in Tmc1/
2a/2b usage alter the cation permeability and/or conductance in
each cell type. The differences in teardrop- and gourd-shaped
cells suggest the possibility of different roles for the two cell types
in a more complex and finely tuned mechanism of balance than
was previously thought.
Interestingly, these two vestibular subtypes appear to be specific to the larval cristae. Only one hair cell type, resembling a
single layer of teardrop cells, is evident in the larval anterior macula. In contrast to the anterior macula, which becomes functional
at 3 dpf (Easter and Nicola, 1997; Mo et al., 2010), stimulation of
the cristae does not produce vestibular-induced eye reflexes at
larval stages (Beck et al., 2004; Mo et al., 2010). The contributions
of each cell type within the semicircular canals at more mature
stages are not clear, but we speculate that the teardrop and gourd
cells may improve the dynamic range or otherwise modify the
sensitivity of the mature vestibular system. A similar consequence on MET activity is possible in the posterior macula,
where FM labeling of subsets of hair cells in tmc double mutants
suggests differences in Tmc1/2a/2b reliance. Together, our findings provide molecular evidence of subtypes of hair cells within
the same end organ of zebrafish that can be differentiated by
their requirements for specific combinations of Tmc1/2a/2b
subunits.
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